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Chairman’s report
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it is my pleasure to present this annual report, which provides an overview of our achievements 
during 2013/14 and our closing financial position. it is a companion document to our statutory 
annual report and accounts for 2013/14.

this was another challenging year for Social adventures but we remained focused on 
our strategic priorities. the Board of Social adventures believes that a business built on 
the principles of good governance is more likely to succeed over the long term, and as a 
consequence we completed the review of our governance arrangements having consulted 
with our members and submitted our new rules which were approved by the Fca. the rules 
now allow us to;

• develop and deliver services outside of salford. 
• ensure our board size is a proportionate to the scale of the organisation.
• increase ownership amongst our current members.
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over the last year we have seen the steady growth of Social adventures, underpinned by 
purposeful strategic objectives and targets, which explained how we would continue to “make the 
world a happier and healthier place to live.” i am delighted to say that we fulfilled the commitments 
in that plan, focusing on and improving the public health of people who used our services.

this was another year of progress and the Board remain confident that social adventures 
strategy will continue to generate sustainable returns for reinvestment. We could not have 
delivered what we did in 2013/14 without the commitment of our Board, a strong senior 
management team and all the staff at Social adventures.

our challenge for this next year is to deliver our strategy for growth which will allow us to 
expand our services across a larger geographical area.
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“Social adVentures demonstrates how 
employee-led social enterprises have 

a key role to play in the way public 
services will be delivered in the future.”

nick hurd mp, former minister for Civil society
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Chief exeCutives report



Social adventures has continued to grow and diversify as we have the commitment, drive and 
ambition to become a sustainable organisation in the long-term.

We know that we are doing great things alongside our Members, through their feedback and 
the changes we see in individuals and the community’s self-efficacy. We have achieved much 
over the last 12 months that bodes well for the future; here are some of the highlights.

our soCial impaCt
Social adventures were again recognised at the rBS Se100 index award ceremony in their 
social impact category. the impact awards recognise social enterprises that take considerable 
measures to demonstrate and communicate the social or environmental impact of their business.
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Social adventures have invested in developing a tool called lamplight to track their social 
impact. in 2013-14 Social adventures worked with over 1600 local people inspiring them to 
lead healthier and happier lives. our membership grew from 110 to over 300 local people 
and 89% of people surveyed said they would definitely recommend us to their friends and 
family compare to the nHS average of 63%.

our eConomiC impaCt 
through the business-planning work conducted with the support of the investment and contract 
readiness fund and via deloitte, we have put in place an acquisition strategy to acquire existing 
businesses and transform them into social businesses. that is, to move the motivation of any 
acquisition to serve social and environmental purposes, as well as maintaining a healthy operating 
surplus. alongside this strategy we have expanded our service offer. this year our turnover has 
increased by 75% have we have continued to compete and win new contracts.
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our environmental impaCt
Social adventures has work hard to improve its environmental performance has an 
organisation reducing its energy consumption, using more ‘green energy’ and including more 
local and social businesses in its supply chain.  this year our Garden centre Garden needs 
co-owned with mind in salford has an impressive report ‘Grow motivate succeed’ authored 
by Salford university. they found that the Garden needs approach and link to the natural 
environment was pivotal in the recovery of people living with mental health issues.

i have to say that this year again we could not have achieved all this without your support! 
and the tireless work of our team. Special thanks go to deloitte for the support provided by 
their social innovation pioneers programme and Mutual ventures for their input into tenders 
and business planning. a great foundation for 2014-15. 
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2014 in nuMBerS
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We Work With the 

20%
of people that take up  

80%  
of a GP’s time; 

90% 
of GPs would like to be  
able to offer ‘social  
PrescriPtions’ to Patients. 3x as many services than  

we did in the nhs and we 
haven’t sPent more money

we’re deliverinG  

£1sPent on our 
services
we’ve returned

£10.12 
worth of social value

for every  100% 
of our staff would  
recommend our 
services to a friend  
or family member

75%We greW our 
turnover by 

we Gained 

190
new members
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WHo We are



Social adventures is a social enterprise jointly owned by service users and staff that supports 
people into healthier, happier lifestyles. our thinking is that staying healthy and happy is as 
much about keeping people active and fulfilled as it is about colourful assortments of pills.

We work with Gps and healthcare professionals to move people away from a dependence 
on prescribed medication, we deliver health and care contracts for public bodies and we run 
a healthy living centre, a garden centre and a children’s day nursery – all with a public health 
mission at their core.

Happiness: enjoyment of a full and meaningful life

Health: a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being
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our HiStory



our team of public health specialists started out in the nHS in a department of Salford 
primary Care trust. We were then one of 45 organisations that ‘spun out’ of the nhs. 
the goal for us has always been to see more happy and healthy people as a result of the 
services we provide, and we felt the best way to do this was to become an independent social 
business. We originally set up as the angel Healthy living centre and were hosted by nHS 
Salford for 10 years. during the last few years we have been able to develop our services and 
grow into a self-sustaining social enterprise model, through the Department of health’s right 
to request scheme. our independent culture and ambitious team of people from both public 
sector and private sector backgrounds has allowed us to strategise, innovate and amplify the 
difference we make to people’s lives.
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our teaM



We’re a team of over 30 people and growing – all driven and ambitious in our different roles. 
the diversity of our skills and experience allows us to offer a wide range of services – we’ve 
got everyone from “being well” coaches and fitness instructors in our community gym, to 
horticulturalists and mental health workers.

Most of our people are based in the north west of england but we are committed to sharing 
our social enterprise approach across the uK. our chief executive Scott darraugh is a 
Cabinet office-appointed ‘mutuals ambassador’ and one of the founders of a new mutuals 
network to support social enterprises that have ‘spun out’ from their local public sector bodies.
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Why We’re Different



We’re 50% owned by service users and 50% owned by employees. We are passionate about 
public services being owned by the public. Being a social enterprise allows us to be independent 
and entrepreneurial in our approach, and also to put power in the hands of people who use our 
services. What that means in practice is that we have active members who have a powerful say 
in the way our services and our organisation are run. Service user ownership and the ability to 
reinvest in our services have enabled us to succeed as a social enterprise.

We also consulted our service users, our staff and the communities we work in to come 
up with our people’s manifesto. We define ourselves according to cultural code so that 
we operate as an organisation that is enthusiastic, relational, entrepreneurial, accessible, 
excellent, purposeful, authentic and ambitious.
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Why people Work With us



We work with a range of social businesses and public bodies to deliver contracts and 
run programmes. Having started our journey in the nHS, not only do we have a public 
sector ethos of wanting to make a difference, we’ve also been able to demonstrate our 
social impact. We’ve developed a culture of innovation and a team of people leading 
conversations and working with the public sector and beyond to help improve the health  
and wellbeing of our communities.
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our soCial impaCt 



research into our social prescribing project demonstrated that participants were positively 
affected through their participation in the project. Many reported being able to cope better with 
life events, improvements in relationships with family and friends, and newfound confidence 
to do things they had not imagined they would be able to do before. there are many things 
we value that cannot be easily captured in traditional economic terms. conventional cost-
benefit analysis does not consider anything beyond simple costs and price. however, using 
the principles of Social return on investment (Sroi), consultants Fox advising found that £1 
invested in this high-quality service made a social return of £10.12.
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our triple Bottom line oBjeCtives 



environmental - We believe small but continuous improvements in reducing our environmental 
impact will add up over time. We will reduce our total energy consumption by 5%.

Social - it is only by engaging the people who use our services that we will make those 
services the best that they can be. We will increase our membership by 25%.

economic - By diversifying our sources of income we give our organisation stability. We will 
grow new income streams by 10%.
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our ServiceS 



We’ve designed a range of activities to connect people with the things that trigger happiness 
and boost health. We call this our ‘strive for five’ programme. it’s based on the five Ways to 
Wellbeing established by the new economics Foundation: connect, Be active, take notice, 
Keep learning and Give. 

these are the five pillars of our health and wellbeing programmes that we offer to people with 
general health concerns, learning disabilities, mental health issues or simply a desire to stay 
active, join a community and experience new things.
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tHeory into action 



at our angel healthy living Centre in salford, and across our other projects, the ‘strive 
for five’ approach has helped us to offer services that make a difference to people’s lives. 
our ‘keep learning’ programmes include adult learning courses for people to get back into 
employment, job clubs where people can refresh their cvs and groups that offer new learning 
experiences for people with learning disabilities.

We run a ‘mindfulness’ programme with the charity mind in salford around the theme ‘take 
notice’, designed to help people build emotional resilience and reduce stress. We also have 
a range of activities for people to ‘be active’ and ‘connect’ – from foraging walks and fitness 
bootcamps, to ‘silver social’ groups for older people to meet and organise their own activities.

over 150 volunteers placed across the business ‘give’ their time to enjoy the feel good factor 
that comes with the work we do and support our public health mission.
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Green tHinKinG: Garden needS
taking inspiration from pioneering green care programmes in nordic countries, which use 
horticulture as a basis for promoting health, we’ve rooted green thinking into our Garden 
needs service and built a mental health and horticulture programme into a garden centre. 
alongside our partner charity Mind we deliver mental health recovery services through giving 
people the opportunity to volunteer in the horticulture business and learn to cultivate plants. 
Both our plants and people are flourishing, which is brilliant! We’re currently developing the 
service to offer it to dementia patients too.
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presCriBinG a Different approaCh: BeinG Well
Being Well is our flagship programme designed to support local Gps and move people away 
from a reliance on prescribed medication. Gps refer people to us under the banner of ‘social 
prescribing’. that means people dealing with different health issues are not simply offered drugs, 
but opportunities to learn, interact and enjoy positive experiences. they might be a person with 
anxiety issues joining a horticultural class at our garden centre, or someone dealing with weight 
problems engaging with a fitness programme. We always have our ears pricked for innovative 
ways to improve people’s health, and we flagged the demand for this sort of service many years 
ago, launching the prototype in 2008. since then we’ve seen a strong pattern emerge. the 
people we work with are able to cope with life events better, enjoy better relationships with family 
and friends and gain the confidence to do things they hadn’t imagined they’d be able to do. We 
understand that we work with the 20% of people that take up 80% of a Gp’s time, and we’re not 
the only ones who think social prescriptions are just what the doctor ordered: 
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research by Nesta in 2013 
showed that 90% of 1,000 
GPs surveyed would like 
to be able to offer social 
prescriptions to patients.
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our StaKeHolderS 



We work with a diverse group of individuals in many different communities, from people with 
mental health issues and learning disabilities to older people and people with dementia. on 
some of the programmes we run – Garden needs volunteers for example – we’re not just 
looking to support those individuals, but we rely on them as an integral part of the trading side 
of our business, selling products in our garden centre. our service users are also part-owners 
of the business, along with our staff.

as well as a major contract from nHS Salford, Social adventures worked in partnership with 
the social enterprise Big life Group to secure the ‘Way to Wellbeing’ service commissioned 
by Salford nHS. this will see us work with a unique partnership of Salford organisations, 
primarily from the third sector, to give three thousand people the opportunity to work 
alongside a qualified Wellbeing practitioner, who will support them in achieving their health 
and wellbeing goals.
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our Future 



We’re moving from a contracts based model to an acquisition model – taking over private 
businesses and making them social enterprises. We recently acquired a children’s day 
nursery, with the help of social investor Big issue invest (the social investment arm of the 
Big issue magazine) alongside natWest Bank. We’d like to continue to acquire private 
businesses that fit with our ethos. We also want to stay innovative and build upon the 
models we’ve developed in salford to make an impact in people’s lives in the north west 
and other parts of the country.
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Social adventures ltd.
1 st philips place
Salford, M3 6Fa

 0161 833 0495
 www.socialadventures.org.uk
 hello@socialadventures.org.uk

Get in toucH:

printed on recycled paper. all information correct at the time of going to print.
if you would like this information in another format please contact us (details above).

 Chairmans report: Dr. stephen young phD, msc, rmn, rGn
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